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A set of benchmarks were developed to test the 
real-time performance of Ada Personal Computer (PC) 
compilers. The benchmark set measures the overhead 
associated with various functions, including subprogram 
calls both from within and outside of packages ( including 
generic), dynamic allocation and deallocation of objects, 
exceptions, task activation/termination, task rendezvous, 
various time related functions, common arithmetic 
functions, and file I/0. The benchmark set also determines 
the type of memory deallocation supported, and determines 
whether fixed-interval or pre-emptive delay task scheduling 
is used. The different benchmarks are described along with 
an explanation of the testing methods for each benchmark. 
Two PC compilers were then tested (JANUS/Ada and Meridian 
Adavantage) to demonstrate the benchmark programs, and the 
results of the test are discussed. Conclusions concerning 
the real-time abilities of the two tested compilers are 
also given. 
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IN·rRODUCTION 
A set of benchmark programs were developed in order 
to measure the performance of an Ada compiler for personal 
computers (PCs). Each benchmark was designed to test a 
particular function of Ada that had a bearing on the 
compiler's real-time performance. These benchmarks are 
intended to be run as a complete set that would give a 
general measure of performance. These benchmarks are a 
measure of "what" a compiler can do, not an attempt to 
determine "how" the compiler works. For example, in 
testing subprogram overhead it may be found that the 
overhead increases linearly for an increase in the number 
of parameters. This test has determined "what" happens for 
various number of parameters, but does not determine "how" 
parameter passing is implemented in the compiler. Once the 
results of the benchmark runs are analyzed, more specific 
tests may be needed to measure individual cases of interest 
in a particular application. 
Previous work (LaRoche 1988) in testing Ada compilers 
for PCs has shown that there are other differences and 
considerations besides performance in evaluating compilers, 
such as error report~ng, compile time, memory 
addressability, compiler options, compiler errors, and 
programmer support utilities. The benchmarks developed 
here make no attempt to determine the suitability of a 
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particular compiler in these areas. Obviously, if a 
benchmark ran successfully on one compiler but not another, 
then the suitability of the failing compiler would be in 
question. These considerations are applications dependent 
and should be separate to . performance measurement 
considerations. 
GENERAL MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
One of the most difficult problems to overcome in 
developing a benchmark that measures the execution time of 
functions is eliminating system overhead that is not part 
of the normal program execution. For instance, in a multi-
user environment, the overhead to perform context switching 
between users is not part of a single function's execution 
time and will vary with the operating environment and 
conditions from one run of a program to another. 
Fortunately MS-DOS (or PC-DOS) is a single user Operating 
System (0/S) and this problem does not occur. Any system 
overhead encountered should be the same for each run of a 
program. This means that the only overhead that needs to 
be determined is the overhead associated with the control 
loop of the benchmark (if one is used) and the overhead of 
the timing functions used to measure the function under 
test. 
In order to perform timing measurements, the 
resolution of the timing functions available must be 
determined. According to the Ada Language Reference Manual 
(Ada Joint Program Office 1983), referred to here as the 
LRM, the smallest unit of actual time in a system (usually 
the system clock) is defined in the Package System (LRM 
1983, section 13.7.1) as a constant called Tick, while the 
smallest unit of time available to a programmer is a 
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predefined fixed point value of type Duration in Package 
Ca 1 end a r and is ca 11 e d Dur at ion ' s ma 11 ( LRM 19 8 3 , section 
9.6). Unfortunately the LRM does not require that 
Duration'Small correspond to System.Tick (LRM 1983, section 
9.6), and typically Duration'Small is much smaller than 
System.Tick. For example, System.Tick could be 0.055 
seconds and Duration'Small could be 0.00025 seconds. After 
searching through a number of manuals and books on MS-DOS, 
it was found that the basic tick time is 55 milliseconds 
(Wolverton 1986, 153), and this was later confirmed in the 
Delay Benchmark DELBM.ADA (see Clock Functions, page 39). 
Therefore any total execution time reported by a benchmark 
would be+/- 55 ms. 
Next, the execution. time for the various functions to 
be tested must be estimated. The functions to be tested 
are estimated to vary from 10 instructions for simple 
functions to 1,000 instructions for the more complex ones. 
This would indicate a range of about 10 microseconds to 10 
milliseconds. Since the longest function is expected to be 
smaller than the System.Tick, the only way to measure these 
functions is by running the function to be tested in a 
control loop for a given number of iterations, measure the 
total time to do all the iterations, divide the resulting 
time by the number of iterations, and then subtract the 
control loop overhead from this result. The number of 
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iterations to run is selected such that the total time is 
at least 10 seconds so that the time error of+/- 55 ms is 
approximately no more than 1%. 
The basic control loop was designed to accommodate 
both the large number of iterations needed for fast 
functions (up to 1,000,000) and the need to specify at run 
t ime the number of iterations to use. 
consists of the following Ada program: 
with text_io, calendar; 
use text_io, calendar; 
procedure tlbm2 is 
determine overhead of control loop 
The control loop 
-- Written by S.L.LaRoche, Fall 1988, Cape Canaveral, Fl 
package int_io is new integer io (integer); 
use int io; 
package dur io is new fixed io (duration); 
use dur io; 
start, finish: time; 
i,j integer := 0; 
n, m: integer := 1000; -- number of iterations is n * m; 
begin 
put ("How many iterations (first loop ) ? " ) ; 
get (m); 
new_line; 
put ("How many iterations (second loop ) ? "); 
get (n); 
new_line; 
put line ("Starting Control Loop Benchmark"); 
new-line; 
start := clock; 
while j < m loop 
while i < n loop 
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null; test function goes here 
i := i + l; 
end loop; 
j := j + l; 
i : = 0; 
end loop; 
finish := clock; 
put ( "Total loop time for "); 
put (n); 
pU t ( II * II) ; 
put (m) ; 
put (" iterations: "); 
put (finish - start, 7, 2, 0); 
new line; 
end; 
The control loop has two integer counters for the 
inner and outer loop (n, m) which allows for a maximum 
number of iterations equal to System.Max int squared. The 
start and finish time is saved just before the beginning of 
the cont r o 1 1 o op and immediate 1 y after the cont r o 1 1 o op • 
These two times are subtracted from each other and the 
result printed at the end of the benchmark. 
Benchmark TLBM2 .ADA above is used to determine the 
overhead for the control loop. Consistent benchmark timing 
is ensured by using the identical control loop domain in 
all benchmarks and subtracting the time from TLBM2.ADA from 
all other benchmark times to eliminate the control loop 
overhead. By maintaining a consistent domain, only the 
variations and parameters being tested will affect the 
benchmark results (Ponder 1988). 
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No optional compiler optimization features were used 
in order to compare compilers as equally as possible. 
The functions being tested were set up using common 
programming techniques, and no attempt was made to avoid 
automatic compiler optimization. while it is possible to 
write benchmark programs in such a way to avoid automatic 
compiler optimization (Klerer and Liu 1988), this approach 
is used because these benchmarks are intended as a 
performance test of a compiler in its normal user 
environment. By running the compiler with the default 
options supplied as shipped by the vendor, the standard 
performance is being tested. The compiler should not be 
any worse than indicated by t he benchrnark·s. If needed, 
optional optimizers could be used, if available. All the 
benchrnar ks would have to be recompiled with the optimizer 
option and rerun to determine what improvement, if any, is 
gained. 
BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS 
A total of ten compiler functions were tested by 
benchmark programs. Many of the functions required several 
benchmarks in order to test all variations and modes of t he 
function. Table 1 contains a list of all of the benchmarks, 
the size of the source, and a brief description of the 
program (e.g., ARTOBM.ADA 7568 Arithmetic Operations). A 
diskette containing the source code of all of the programs 
is attached in the Appendix. The remainder of this se~tion 
will describe each function's test methods and benchmarks. 
Subprogram Overhead 
A great deal of effort was placed on these benchmarks 
due to the fact that the modular design of Ada programs 
r e s u 1 t i n th e he av y u s e of sub pr o g r ams . ·r he gene r a 1 
approach was to test the use of procedures with various 
parameters, using all three modes, while being called from 
a main procedure, from a package, and f ram a generic 
package. All of these benchmarks have an INLINE version as 
well as the standard version (no INLINE) The program 
names follow the convention of SUBtBMl.ADA or ISUBtBMl.ADA 
for the INLINE versions. The type of parameter is 
specified by "t", where "I" is Integer, "F" is Float, 11 E 11 
is Enumerated, "A" is Array, "C" is composite, "S" is 
t Th 11111 String, and no letter is for no parame ers. e 
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indicates where the subprogram was located, with "P" as the 
indication from a Package, "G" from a Generic Package, and 
no letter the indication it was part of the main procedure. 
For example, SUBFBMG.ADA is the benchmark that tests 
subprogram overhead for Float parameters where the 
subprograms are located in a generic package. 
Each parameter is tested in all three modes (IN, OUT, 
IN OUT) for one, three, and five parameters per procedure 
call. This allows for the determination of what overhead 
is associated with various types of procedure usage, and 
whether the compiler is predictable in how it will handle a 
type of parameter list. If it turns out the compiler is 
not consistent, then the user would need to add tests for a 
particular condition. 
The same procedures tested in the single procedure 
benchmark are also contained in the package for each type 
tested. The generic package is instantiated for each type 
to be tested and also contains the same procedures as in 
the single procedure benchmark. 
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TABLE 1 
BENCHMARK PROGRAM LIST 
---- ---------------------------------------------


















































































Allocate Fixed Storage 
Allocate via NEW 
Allocate Variable Storage 
Exceptions 
Inline Subprogram Arrays 
Inline Subprogram Arrays, Generic 
Inline Subprogram Arrays, Package 
Package for ISUBABMP 
Inline Subprogram, No Parameters 
Inline Subprogram, Package 
Inline Subprogram Composite 
Inline Subprogram Composite, 
Generic 
Inline Subprogram Composite, Pkg 
Package for ISUBCBMP 
Inline Subprogram Enumerated 
Inline Subprogram Enumerated, 
Generic 
Inline Subprogram Enumerated, Pg 
Package for ISUBEBMP 
Inline Subprogram Float 
Inline Subprogram Float, Generic 
Inline Subprogram Float, Package 
Package for ISUBFBMP 
Inline Subprogram Integer 
Inline Subprogram Integer, Generic 
Inline Subprogram Integer, Package 
Package for ISUBIBMP 
Inline Subprogram String 
Inline Subprogram String, Generic 
Inline Subprogram String, Package 
------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 1 -- CONTI NU ED 
- ----------------------------------------
NAME SIZE (KB) DESCRIPTION 
-----------------------------------------------------------
I S UBS PK.ADA 
I SUB GEN.ADA 
! S UB-PKG.ADA 
SUBABM .ADA 
SUBAB MG .ADA 
SUBABMP .ADA 
SUBA PKG.ADA 




S UBCBMP .ADA 
SUBC PKG.ADA 
S UBEBM .ADA 
S UBEBMG .ADA 
SUBEBMP .ADA 
SU BE PKG.ADA 
SUBFBM .ADA 
SU BFBMG .ADA 
S UBFBMP .ADA 
SUBF PKG.ADA 
SUBI BM .ADA 




























































Package for ISUBSBMP 
Generic Subprogram Package 
Package for ISUBBMP 
Subprogram Arrays 
Subprogram Arrays, Gener i c 
Subprogram Arrays, Package 
Package for SUBABMP 
Subprogram, No Parameters 
Subprogram, Package 
Subprogram Composite 
Subprogram Composite, Generic 
Subprogram Composite, Package 
Package for SUBCBMP 
Subprogram Enumerated 
Subprogram Enumerated, Generic 
Subprogram Enumerated, Package 
Package for SUBEBMP 
Subprogram Float 
Subprogram Float, Generic 
Subprogram Float, Package 
Package for SUBFBMP 
Subprogram Integer 
Subprogram Integer, Generic 
Subprogram Integer, Package 
Package for SUBIBMP 
Subprogram String 
Subprogram String, Generic 
Subprogram String, Package 
Package for SUBSBMP 
Generic Subprogram Package 
Package for SUBBMP 
1rask Activation 
Control Loop 
Task Priority Scheduling 
Task Scheduling 
Task Rendezvous Arrays 
Task Rendezvous Composite 
Task Rendezvous En umerated 
Task Rendezvous Float 
Task Rendezvous Integer 
Task Rendezvou s String 
----------------------------------------
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Dynamic Allocat i on of Ob jec t s 
Th e dynamic allocation of o bj ects was t es t e d f o r 
t h r e e case s : f ix e d st o rage , var i ab 1 e storage , a nd d yn a i c 
a llocation vi a NEW. Fixed storage was tested in h e n mar k 
DYNFBM . AD A by declaring storage for either one , f ive , o r 
te n e l e ments at compile time. Elements were o f I n teg er , 
Float, En umerated, small arrays, large arrays, Compo s ite , 
s rn al 1 String, and a large String. Variab l e s torag ,e was 
t este d i n DYNVBM.ADA by allocating arrays wi t h v ar i a bl e 
bo unds at compile time. Arrays of size ten, f i fty, a nd on e 
t h o usand of Integer, Float, Enumerated, and Compo s ite ere 
used. Dynamic allocation was tested by DYNNBM.ADA s ing 
NEW to a l locate storage at run time. Eleme n ts o f a 
comp o si t e record, and records consisting of array s o f s i ze 
fiv e, ten, or fifteen of Integer, Float , a nd Enumera t e d 
were u sed. The intent of the benc hmar k i s to eas r ,e 
a ll ocat i on time only, so there is no dea llocat ion o f e mo r y 
t ak i n g p l ace. Therefore, there must be s uff i c i e nt me 1 o r y 
a v aila bl e to store al l ele me n ts f o r t h e numb e r- o f 
i t erations needed to get acc u rate timing or th e prog ra 
wil l abort due to a storage error. 
Memory Deal loca tion 
Th ese be n chmarks first de t e rmine wh e ther dealloca tion 
can take place implicitly (DEAI BM •. ADA ) and / o r ,exp icitly 
by Un c hecked Dealloca tion (OEAUBM . ADA ) . 8AIBM . ADA s imp ly 
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starts allocating storage from within a procedure whic h is 
then exited. This should cause the memory to be implicitly 
deallocated if this feature is implemented by the compiler 
( LRM 1983, section 4.8, para. 7). DEAUBM.ADA tests by 
calling Unchecked Deallocation after each NEW allocation. 
If t h e deallocation scheme works in either case, the 
programs can be made to run for a very large number of 
iterations, that is, long enough to run out of memory if 
storage is not being deallocated. A separate benchmark 
(DEATBM.ADA) is used to measure allocation and deallocation 
using Unchecked_Deallocation for the same types of elements 
as in DYNNBM.ADA. The allocation time from DYNNBM.ADA can 
be subtracted from DEATBM.ADA to get the deallocation time. 
Exceptions 
Benchmark EXCTBM.ADA tests the time to raise various 
exceptions both from within an exception block, and for the 
case when propagated from a subprogram. The exceptions 
tested are Numeric error, Constraint_error, Tasking_Error, 
and a user defined error. 
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Task Activation/ Termination 
The time to activate and terminate a as is eas, Te 
by TACKBM.ADA. A task type is declared glo a ly, a. a t e 
task is activated by a procedure that elaborates a as of 
the glob al type. The task consists of a null s ate e 
and therefore terminates immediately, as is see t e 
listing of TACKBM.ADA that follows: 
with text io, calendar; 
use text=io, calendar; 
procedure tackbm is 
determine overhead of task elaboration, activation, 
termination. 
Written by S.L.LaRoc_he, Fall 1988, Cape Canaveral, Fl 
package int_io is new integer_io (integer}; 
use int_io; 
package dur io is new fixed io (duration); 
use dur io; 
start, finish : time; 
i,j integer := 0; 
n, m integer := 1000; -- number of iterations is n * m; 
task type test; 




procedure act_task is 






put ( "How many iterations (first loop ) ? " ) ; 
get (m); 
new line; 
p u t ( "How many iterations (second loop } ? " ) ; 
get (n); 
new line; 
put line ( "Starting Task Activation Benchmark' ) ; 
new=line; 
start : = clock; 
while j < m loop 
wh ile i < n loop 
act task; 
i := i + l; 
end loop; 
j := j + l; 
i : = 0; 
end loop; 
finish := clock; 
test function goes here 
p u t ( "Total loop time for"); 
p u t ( n); 
put ( " * n) ; 
put ( m) ; 
p t ( " iterations: "); 
put ( finish - start, 7, 2, 0); 
new line; 
end; 
It is difficult to isolate task acti v a · o e fr 
the task termination time because if t he tas k i s p i a 
wait state, then some other task is exec ted, ad t e f "rs 
task returned to, then what is being eas re , s ex 
ac e as s. 
s e start p 
switch time - the time to switch bet een 
In order to measure task activation , w ,i c 
time of a task including elaboration o f e , as , .e e 
task must not already exist. Sin ce e o e eas re 
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available is from the Calendar.clock function, a i erative 
process is needed in order to accumulate eno g time to 
make a measurement. Therefore the task must be activa ed 
and then terminated. A better method would be to have t e 
benchmark fire an external signal at the begi n g of t e 
task activation, and again at the first statement of the 
task, and measure this time externally. Similarly, task 
termination (deactivation) could be measured. 
Task Synchronization = Rendezvous 
Task synchronization was tested using rendezvous, 
both with parameters and without. The benchmark without 
parameters is TSYIBM.ADA, while those with para, eters are 
TSYIBM.ADA for Integer, TSYFBM.ADA for Float, TSYEBM.A. A 
for Enumerated, TSYABM.ADA for Arrays, TSYCBM.ADA for 
Composite, and TSYSBM.ADA for String. As can be see in 
the following partial listing of TSYIBM.ADA, a as is 
defined with an entry statement containing the parameter to 
be tested. The task body consists of an activation message, 
followed by an infinite loop with the accept state ent. 
This same basic approach is used for all parameters ested. 
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task type testi is 
entry result ( x 
end; 
in integer) ; 
task body testi is 
begin 
put line (" Task with Integer In parameter Activated"); 
loop -- forever 
accept result (x : in integer); 
end loop; 
end testi; 
procedure act_taski is 
x integer := 0; 
t: testi; 
begin 
j : = 0; 
i : = 0; 
start := clock; 
while j < m loop 
while i < n loop 
t.result (x); 
i := i + l; 
end loop; 
j := j + l; 
i := 0; 
end loop; 
finish := clock; 
test function 
abort t; -- kill loop forever task 
A procedure that elaborates the task is defined such 
that the task is activated when the procedure is called. 
The entry call is put inside the control loop, insuring 
that only the rendezvous is being timed. After the timing 
loop expires, the infinite looping task is aborted. 
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Task Scheduling 
A fairly simple mechanism is employed to determine if 
fixed-interval or pre-emptive delay scheduling is used. 
Benchmark TSCHBM.ADA is used to determine the type of 
scheduling. TSCHBM.ADA, as can be seen below, contains a 
task (tk of type test) which while it is running uses a 
counter function to put the task in an execute state. 
Since no other tasks are activated (other than the system 
itself), TSCHBM.ADA should start execution immediately 
after the task counter expires and the task terminates 
(plus some small time for the task scheduler) if pre-
emptive scheduling is used. If TSCHBM.ADA does not start 
up until a fixed time has expired, then fixed-interval 
scheduling is being used (Clapp et al. 1986). 
with text io, calendar; 
use text io, calendar; 
procedure tschbm is 
determine type of task scheduling 
-- Written by S.L.LaRoche, Fall 1988, Cape Canaveral, Fl 
package int_io is new integer io (integer); 
use int_io; 
package dur io is new fixed io (duration); 
use dur io; 
start, finish : time; 
i,j integer := 0; 
n, m integer ; -- number of iterations is n * m; 
t integer; 
task type test is 
entry result ( x 
end; 
task body test is 
i : integer; 
begin 
i : = 0; 
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in out integer}; 
accept result (x : in out integer} do 
while i < x loop 




procedure act_test (d : in out integer) is 





put ("What delay count to use?"); 
get (t); 
new line; 
put ("How many iterations (first loop} ? "); 
get (m); 
new_line; 




put=line ("Starting Task Scheduling Benchmark"); 
start := clock; 
while j < m loop 
while i < n loop 
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act test ( t); startup test task 
i := i + l; 
end loop; 
j := j + l; 
i : = 0; 
end loop; 
finish := clock; 
put ("Delay count is: "); 
put ( t) ; 
new_line; 
put ("Total loop time for"); 
put (n); 
put (" * "); 
put (m); 
put (" iterations: "); 
put (finish - start, 7, 2, 0); 
new line; 
end; 
Testing consists of running TSCHBM.ADA for a variety 
of delay counts, and checking the resulting delay counts to 
see if they follow a linear increase (plus some constant 
overhead time) or if they exhibit a staircase pattern based 
on some fixed interval. 
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A second task scheduling benchmark is TPRIBM.ADA 
which determines if tasks of equal priority run 
concurrently, or if each task either runs to completion or 
some wait state before another task can run (Saib 1987). 
The listing for TPRIBM.ADA follows: 
with text_io; use text_io; 
procedure tpribm is 
Determines whether equal priority tasks run 
concurrently, or if each runs until in a wait state 
or terminates. 
Written by S.L.LaRoche, Fall 1988, Cape Canaveral, Fl 
package int io is new integer io (integer); 
use int_io;-
any : character; 
task first; 
task second; 
task body first is 
i : integer := l; 
begin 
put_line ("Task FIRST has started"); 
while i < 50 loop 
put ( i) ; 
put_line (" FIRST counts"); 
i := i + l; 
end loop; 
end; 
task body second is 
i : integer := l; 
begin 
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put line (" Task SECOND has started"); 
while i < 50 loop 
put (" "); 
put (i); 
put_line (" SECOND counts"); 
i := i + l; 
end loop; 
end; 
begin -- times 
put line ("TPRIBM has started"); 
delay 10.0; 
put line ("TPRIBM has ended"); 
end; 
Two tasks (first, second) are declared and will 
startup in an unknown order (Wiener and Sincovec 1983). 
Both tasks display a message when they begin and also 
display a counter as they run. The main procedure (TPRIBM) 
also will display a startup message whenever it runs. 
Noting which tasks are activated first and whether the 
counter messages are interleaved or separated will 
determine the type of priority scheduling. 
Clock Function 
The Clock functions contained in package Calendar are 
tested in benchmark CLKFBM.ADA. While these functions are 
used in calculating the total time for all benchmarks, the 
functions themselves are outside of the control loop time 
and have no effect on the reported execution time. Each 
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function is tested here in case it should be needed in 
additional testing. DELBM.ADA is used to determine the 
actual delay function time by running various requested 
delays and comparing them against the actual delay time. 
Noting where the values change determines the actual value 
for System.Tick and Duration'Small. 
Arithmetic Operations 
All of the basic arithmetic operators are tested for 
both Integer and Float numbers · in benchmark ARTOBM.ADA. 
The operators tested are: +, -, *, /, <, <=, >, >=. U~e of 
an optional floating point co-processor is not directly 
tested in that no compiler and/or linker options are 
invoked to use one. This can be easily tested by the user 
if necessary. 
File I/0 
The time to write and read a file using Text io, 
Sequential io, and Direct io is tested by DISKBM.ADA. The 
various I/0 packages are instantiated, and a file on the 
default drive is created. The time to write a file is 
measured, followed by the time to read the same file. The 
file is then deleted to make room for the next test. It is 
recommended that the test be first performed on a RAM disk. 
In this way disk rotational latency is eliminated. While 
there is some overhead associated with a RAM disk transfer 
(the time to copy the I/0 buffer memory to memory), this is 
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negligible compared to the large total time (seek+ latency 
+ I/0) to perform a physical disk transfer. Next the tests 
can be run on a physical disk drive to measure its average 
rotational latency time and transfer time. 
RESULTS · 
The benchmarks developed to test the real-time 
performance were run on two PC compilers. The first is 
JANUS/Ada version 2.0.1 by R.R. Software, Inc. The second 
is AdaVantage version 2.1 by Meridian Software Systems, 
Inc. The CPU used in all of the test runs was a PC/AT 
clone with a 10Mz clock. The actual results are contained 
in a series of tables in each of the following sections. 
All times reported in the tables are corrected by 
subtracting the control loop time (see Table 2) from them. 
Other overhead time that was not part of the function under 
test, such as procedure call time, is also subtracted. All 
test times are reported in milliseconds in order to ensure 
uniformity. 
TABLE 2 










The results for a procedure call without parameters 
both from a package and from the same main procedure are 
given in Table 3. The results for procedure calls with 
parameters are given for the three different parameter 
modes in Tables 4, 5, and 6. In each table, the parameter 
type consists of either one, three, or five parameters per 
type. Each procedure was called either from a main 
procedure, or from a different package, or from a generic 
package. As can be seen in the results, the Meridian 
compiler is generally faster with the exception of Float 
and String parameters. The INLINE option was not tested 





SUBPROGRAM OVERHEAD - NO PARAMETERS 












s UBPROGRAM OVERHEAD - MODE : IN ou·r 
(TIME IN MILLISECONDS) 
--- -------------------------------------
JANUS 
















Integer-1 0.0411 0.0253 0.0581 0.0191 0.0201 0.0302 
Integer-3 0.0486 0.0314 0.0709 0.0342 0.0361 0.0602 
Integer-5 0.0538 0.0382 0.0865 0.0495 0.0508 0.0906 
Float-1 0.84 0.90 0.91 2.02 2.04 2.10 
Float-3 2.43 2.59 2.62 6.03 6.10 6.27 
Float-5 4.03 4.29 4.32 10.04 10.16 10.43 
Enumerated-1 0.0481 0.0477 0.0595 0.0191 0.0211 0.0294 
Enumerated-3 0.0604 0.0608 0.0772 0.0342 0.0359 0.0601 
Enumerated-5 0.0739 0.0727 0.0961 0.0497 0.0516 0.0894 
Arrays-1 0.0407 0.0426 0.0528 0.0122 0.0142 0.0162 
Arrays-3 0.0459 0.0462 0.0577 0.0155 0.0167 0.0195 
Arrays-5 0.0500 0.0508 0.0623 0.0183 0.0201 0.0224 
Composite-1 0.0407 0.0432 0.0528 0.0122 0.0142 0.0162 
Composite-3 0.0439 0.0458 0.0561 0.0155 0.0167 0.0195 
Composite-5 0.0470 0.0486 0.0599 0.0183 0.0201 0.0224 
String-1 0.095 0.105 0.109 0.0170 0.0187 0.0209 
String-3 0.203 0.207 0.208 0.0294 0.0306 0.0333 







SUBPROGRAM OVERHEAD - MODE : IN 
(TIME IN MILLISECONDS) 
JANUS 
LOCATION OF SUBPROGRAM 
MERIDIAN 














Integer-1 0.0411 0.0243 0.0484 0.0123 0.0135 0.0195 
Integer-3 0.0423 0.0266 0.0558 0.0143 0.0163 0.0309 
Integer-5 0.0461 0.0291 0.0637 0.0164 0.0182 0;0403 
Float-1 0.44 0.47 0.47 1.14 1.15 1.18 
Float-3 1. 24 1. 32 1. 33 3.14 3.18 3.26 
Float-5 2.04 2.17 2.19 5.13 5.20 5.33 
Enumerated-! 0.0432 0.0439 0.0477 0.0126 0.0146 0.0198 
Enumerated-3 0.0493 0.0498 0.0575 0.0160 0.0176 0.0319 
Enumerated-5 0.0558 0.0558 0.0678 0.0191 0.0214 0.0437 
Arrays-1 0.0400 0.0416 0.0458 0.0125 0.0142 0.0164 
Arrays-3 0.0417 0.0432 0.0478 0.0155 0.0168 0.0192 
Arrays-5 0.0448 0.0416 0.0508 0.0187 0.0202 0.0221 
Composite-1 0.0407 0.0432 0.0458 0.0125 0.0142 0.0164 
Composite-3 0.0418 0.0442 0.0478 0.0155 0.0168 0.0192 
Composite-5 0.0447 0.0464 0.0508 0.0187 0.0202 0.0222 
String-1 0.093 0.096 0.099 0.0174 0.0183 0.0210 
String-3 0.191 0.193 0.196 0.0292 0.0306 0.0333 







SUBPROGRAM OVERHEAD - MODE : OUT 
(TIME IN MILLISECONDS) 
JANUS 
















Integer-1 0.0411 0.0256 0.0558 0.0158 0.0178 0.0205 
Integer-3 0.0486 0.0314 0.0646 0.0251 0.0254 0.0330 
Integer-5 0.0538 0.0382 0.0740 0.0342 0.0360 0.0461 
Float-1 0.58 0.58 0.60 1.05 1. 03 1.06 
Float-3 1. 41 1. 47 1.49 3.14 2.99 3.14 
Float-5 2.20 2.31 2.33 5.18 5.06 5.18 
Enumerated-1 0.0458 0.0469 a 0.0160 0.0176 0.0206 
Enumerated-3 0.0558 0.0554 a 0.0252 0.0271 0.0336 
Enumerated-5 0.0660 0.0659 a 0.0342 0.0360 0.0463 
Arrays-1 0.0405 0.0420 0.0528 0.0122 0.0142 0.0162 
Arrays-3 0.0458 0.0465 0.0537 0.0155 0.0167 0.0195 
Arrays-5 0.0498 0.0508 0.0623 0.0183 0.0201 0.0224 
Composite-1 0.0401 0.0432 0.0528 0.0122 0.0142 0.0162 
Composite-3 0.0443 0.0457 0.0560 0.0155 0.0167 0.0195 
Composite-5 0.0466 0.0486 0.0598 0.0183 0.0201 0.0224 
String-1 0.095 0.096 0.100 0.0170 0.0187 0.0209 
String-3 0.194 0.197 0.200 0.0294 0.0306 0.0333 
String-5 0.292 0.295 0.300 0.0425 0.0425 0.0453 
-----------------------------------------------------------
a. JANUS does not initialize enumerated variables to a 
legal value when elaborated in a generic package, 
resulting in a Constraint_Error being raised. 
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Dynamic Allocation of Objects 
Table 7 contains the resul•ts of the fixed storage 
allocation for one, five, and ten elements, as well as a 
large and a small string. Meridian's time is faster and 
stays the same regardless of the number of parameters. 
This indicates that Meridian is using a different method 
than JANUS to allocate storage. Table 8 has the results of 
the variable storage benchmark using arrays of length ten, 
fifty, and one thousand. Again, the results are about the 
same as in fixed storage. JANUS takes more time as the 
number of elements increases, which could become a problem 
in a real-time application using large dynamic arrays. 
When the dynamic allocation of objects via 'NEW' benchmark 
was run, it was found that neither compiler allows for more 
than 65Kb of memory for a compilation unit, and therefore 
there was not sufficient memory to run this benchmark. 
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TABLE 7 
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF OBJECTS - FIXED STORAGE 
(TIME IN MILLISECONDS) 
PARAMETER TYPE JANUS MERIDIAN 
Integer-1 0.0395 0.0121 
Integer-5 0.0407 0.0121 
Integer-10 0.0395 0.0121 
Float-1 0.0407 0.0117 
Float-5 0.0399 0.0117 
Float-10 0.0407 0.0117 
Enumerated-1 0.0407 0. 0121 
Enumerated-5 0.0418 0.0121 
Enumerated-10 0.0407 0.0121 
Small Array-1 0.0411 0.0117 
Small Array-5 0.0421 0.0117 
Small Array-10 0.0457 0.0117 
Large Array-1 0.0411 0.0117 
Large Array-5 0.0445 0.0117 
Large Array-10 0.0478 0.0117 
Composite-1 0.0698 0.0119 
Composite-5 0.183 0.0121 
Composite-10 0.325 0.0122 
Small String 0.0411 0.0117 




DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF OBJECTS - VARIABLE STORAGE 
(TIME IN MILLISECONDS) 
PARAMETER TYPE JANUS MERIDIAN 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Integer-10 0.0406 0.0118 
Integer-50 0.0419 0.0118 
Integer-1000 0.0420 0.0118 
Float-10 0.0399 0.0119 
Float-50 0.0420 0.0122 
Float-1000 0.0420 0.0121 
Enumerated-10 0.0419 0.0113 
Enumerated-50 0.0407 0.0114 
Enumerated-1000 0.0423 0.0118 
Composite-10 0.421 0.0121 
Composite-50 1.18 0.0122 




Running the benchmark that determines whether memory 
deallocation takes place implicitly or not determined that 
neither compiler does this. In both compilers a memory 
storage error occurred. Next, the benchmark that tests if 
Unchecked Deallocation works was run, and it was determined 
that this type of deallocation works on both compilers. 
The results from running the allocation/unchecked 
deallocation benchmark are in Table 9. In this case JANUS 
is significantly faster than Meridian in allocating various 
numbers and types of elements. 
TABLE 9 
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF OBJECTS - VARIABLE STORAGE 
USING 'NEW' AND 'UNCHECKED DEALLOCATION' 
(TIME IN MILLISECONDS) 
PARAMETER TYPE JANUS MERIDIAN 
Single Element 0.117 0.466 
Integer-5 0.114 0.465 
Integer-10 0.114 0.468 
Integer-15 0.114 0.471 
Float-5 0.115 0.475 
Float-10 0.115 0.488 
Float-15 0.115 0.500 
Enumerated-5 0.114 0.463 
Enumerated-10 0.114 0.465 




Four types of exceptions were tested both for an 
exception handled within its block, and for an exception 
propagated from outside its block. The results shown in 
Table 10 indicate that both compilers are fast on raising 
exceptions with JANUS being very efficient on exceptions 
within a block. 
TABLE 10 
EXCEPTIONS 










Numeric Error 0.0714 0.105 0.111 
Constraint Error 0.0709 0.109 0.111 
Tasking Error 0.0715 0.105 0.111 -










Three areas concerning tasks - were tested: activation, 
synchronization, scheduling. The results from the task 
activation/termination benchmark in Table 11 show that 
Meridian is much faster. 
TABLE 11 
TASK ACTIVATION/TERMINATION 








Testing of task synchronization also demonstrated 
(see Table 12) that Meridian was faster for a rendezvous 
than JANUS. Meridian was slower for Float parameters as 
has been seen in other benchmarks, but was still about the 
same as JANUS. 
TABLE 12 
TASK SYNCHRONIZATION - RENDEZVOUS 
(TIME IN MILLISECONDS) 
PARAMETER JANUS MERIDIAN 
No Parameters 3.05 1.49 
Integer IN 3.06 1.51 
Integer OUT 3.14 1.51 
Integer IN OUT 3.14 1.51 
Float IN 3.46 3.57 
Float OUT 3.54 2.52 
Float IN ou·r 3.93 3.45 
Enumerated IN 3.08 1.51 
Enumerated OUT 3.14 1.51 
Enumerated IN OUT 3.15 1.51 
Composite IN 3.08 1.51 
Composite OUT 3.14 1.51 
Composite IN OUT 3.14 1.51 
Array IN 3.07 1.51 
Array OUT 3.14 1.51 
Array IN OUT 3.14 1.51 
String IN 3.14 1.51 
String OUT 3 .'21 1.51 
String IN OUT 3.21 1.51 
----------------------------------------
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Task scheduling was tested to determine if tasks of 
equal priority would execute concurrently by interleaving, 
or whether one task would run to completion before another 
could run. Benchmark results showed that both compilers 
ran only one task at a time to completion. Also it was 
noted that the compilers started the tasks in a different 
order. JANUS started and ran task fir st, then started the 
master task TPRIBM, then started and ran task second, and 
then ran TPRIBM. Meridian started and ran task second, 
then started and ran task first, and then started and ran 
the master task TPRIBM. 
The other scheduling test was to determine the type 
of scheduling algorithm being used: fixed interval or pre-
emptive. Results from Table 13 show that for a linear 
increase in delay for the task, there was a corresponding 
1 in ear increase in the actual time the task took. Given 
the type of priority scheduling determined earlier, this is 











(TIME IN MILLISECONDS) 
-----------------------------------------
JANUS MERIDIAN 
TIME DELTA T TIME DELTA T 
---------------------------------------------
20.9 5.53 
22.2 1.3 6.21 0.68 
23.7 1.5 6.90 0.69 
25.2 1.5 7.59 0.69 
26.7 1.5 8.28 0.69 
The effectiveness for real-time applications for both 
compilers is diminished since they do not allow for 
concurrent task execution (Booch 1983). Simple problems 
such as reading some sensors, calculating a control change, 
and generating an output can be handled as a single task. 
More involved operations with more than one operation 
running in parallel would be better suited to multiple 
concurrent tasks. The memory size and speed of AT class 




The various clock functions tested showed that 
Meridian is also faster in this area (see Table 14). 
Testing of the delay function showed that both compilers 
a r e us in g the 5 5 ms c 1 o ck tick of DOS ( see Tab 1 e 15 ) , but 
JANUS was inconsistent in crossing over the boundary from 
one tick to another tick. 
FUNCTION 
Clock 
Time - Time 
Time - Duration 
Time + Duration 
Duration + Time 
Time < Time 
Time <= Time 
Time > Time 
Time >= Time 
TABLE 14 
CLOCK FUNCTION 




















































Results of the arithmetic benchmark in Table 16 
indicate that Meridian is faster for integer operations, 
but extremely slow for floating point operations. These 
tests were run without a floating point coprocessor, so 
both compilers were using floating point simulation. 
Obviously, Meridian does not intend for any one to use 
their compiler in a real-time application without a 
floating point coprocessor. 
OPERATION 
Integer + Integer 
Integer - Integer 
Integer * Integer 
Integer I Integer 
Integer < Integer 
Integer <= Integer 
Integer > Integer 
Integer >= Integer 
float + float 
float - float 
float * float 
float I float 
float < float 
float <= float 
float > float 









































The file I/O benchmark was run on a RAM disk in order 
to determine I/O overhead independent of hardware disk 
overhead. An actual disk drive was not tested because disk 
drives vary widely in performance, and therefore such a 
test would be a system dependent test. JANUS was unusually 
slow on reading a text file, but was otherwise much faster 










Sequential io.Write 1. 22 
Sequential_ io. Read 0.92 
Direct io.Write 1. 39 









SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this research benchmark programs were developed to 
measure the Ada personal computer compiler 
associated with various functions, including 




generic), dynamic allocation and deallocation of objects, 
exceptions, task activation/termination, task rendezvous, 
various time related functions, common arithmetic 
functions, and file I/O. These benchmarks also determined 
the type of memory deallocation supported, and determined 
whether fixed-interval or pre-emptive delay task scheduling 
was used. Also discovered was the value of System.Tick 
which is the critical value used in establishing benchmark 
time resolution. 
As would be expected, the analysis of the benchmark 
results revealed that not only are there implementation 
differences between both compilers, but also that the 
compilers have definite performance advantages and 
disadvantages. Meridian was generally faster, except that 
due to the very slow floating point software 
implementation, any application doing floating point 
arithmetic would need a coprocessor to be practical. JANUS 
was slower, but is considerably less expensive. The JANUS 
floating point software is reasonably fast, so a floating 
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point coprocessor may not be necessary, bringing the cost 
down more. 
While both compilers were acceptable in terms of 
subprogram overhead, the lack of the Pragma INLINE puts a 
limitation on the user's ability to increase the 
performance of time critical operations using subprograms. 
Neither compiler version supported large memory 
models (greater than 65 kb) which puts a restriction on the 
size of an Ada application, especially if dynamic memory 
allocation is to be used. The memory deallocation 
benchmarks determined that neither compiler does automatic 
memory deallocation (or garbage collection), which would 
mean that the application would have to do its own memory 
management functions. Both compiler vendots offer options 
at additional cost that would allow for more memory and for 
some sort of optimization. 
The tasking benchmarks disclosed that neither 
compiler had a full concurrent tasking ability. Tasks are 
treated as independent subprograms without any attempt at 
interleaving. An application that has parallel processes 
would need to make very careful use of task rendezvous 
techniques in order to keep all tasks operating. 
As with any engineering decision, various trade-offs 
based on the application to be done must be considered 
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